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ABSTRACT

In 1465, George Amirutzes and his son, two Greek scholars who had entered the service of the Ottoman Sultan Mehemet II, produced an Arabic
translation of Ptolemy’s Geography, certainly based on one of the Greek manuscripts preserved in Constantinople. This translation does not seem
to have attracted much attention from researchers for many reasons. Although it was made in Arabic, it does not seem to have been of great
interest to specialists in medieval Arabic geography, who have difficulties in deciphering its “classical” content. Despite the ancient character of
this translated work, its usefulness was also not recognized by the specialists of Classical studies, often little was initiated into Arabic manuscripts.
However, must this 15th Century translation be known, firstly, as a modern work which should be studied by modernists, particularly those who
specialize in Ottoman studies? In this paper, we examine first the “scientific” context in which this translation took place. One wonders about the
reasons for this translation and who sponsored it. One also wonders about the value of this Arabic translation for our knowledge of the original
text of Ptolemy’s Geography. Can it help us to better understand the source text? And finally, what is its interest for linguists?
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ÖZ

1465’te, Osmanlı Sultanı II. Mehmet’in hizmetine giren iki Rum Bilim adamı George Amirutzes ve oğlu, İstanbul’da mevcut olduğu kesin olan
Rum el yazmalarını kullanarak Batylamus’un Coğrafya eserinin Arapça bir tercümesini yaptılar. Birçok sebepten dolayı tercümenin araştırmacıların
ilgisini çekemediği anlaşılmaktadır. Arapça olarak hazırlanmış olmasına rağmen, “klasik” içeriğini çözmekte zorlandıkları Ortaçağ Arap Coğrafyası
üzerine çalışan uzmanların çok da ilgisini çekmedi. Bu tercüme eserin eski karakterine rağmen, Klasik Dönem çalışmaları yapan uzmanlar tarafından
çalışmanın kullanışlılığı da rağbet görmedi; zaten Arapça el yazmaları alanında çok az sayıda çalışma başlatılmıştı. Eğer bu 15. yüzyıl tercüme
çalışmasının bilinmesi gerekiyorsa, bu eserin öncelikle modernistler tarafından, özellikle de Osmanlı çalışmalarında uzman olan modernistler
tarafından çalışılması gerekmez miydi? Bu makalede, öncelikle tercüme çalışmasının yapılmış olduğu “ilmi” içeriği inceleyeceğiz. Belki bu
tercümenin hangi sebeplerden dolayı yapıldığı ve bu çalışmayı kimin finanse ettiği soruları akla gelebilir. Bu Arapça tercüme çalışmasının bizim
Batlamyus’un Coğrafya eserinin orijinali hakkındaki bilgimize nasıl bir katkı sağlayacağı da akla gelebilir. Bu çalışma orijinal çalışmayı daha iyi
anlayabilmemize yardımcı olacak mıdır? Ve son olarak bunun Dil Bilimcilerle ile ne ilgisi vardır? soruları yönlendirilecektir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Batylamus’un Coğrafya Eseri, Arapça Tercüme, Osmanlı İmparatorluğu
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Introduction
In 1465, George Amirutzes and his son, the two Greek scholars who were in the service of the Ottoman Sultan Mehemet
II, translated Ptolemy’s Geography (Γεωγραφικη θφηγησις) into Arabic. Their work was based on one or many of the Greek
manuscripts preserved, at that time, in Constantinople or elsewhere. Published in facsimile by the late Fuat Sezgin, this
translation does not seem to have attracted, until now, much the attention of researchers for many reasons. Although it was
made in Arabic, it does not seem to have been of great interest for specialists in medieval Arabic geography because they
have difficulties in deciphering its “classical” content. Despite the ancient character of this translated work, specialists in
Classical studies did not acknowledge its usefulness because most of them were hardly initiated into Arabic manuscripts.
However, this 15th Century translation must be known, basically, as a modern work which should be studied by modernists,
particularly specialists in Ottoman studies?
In this paper, we examine at first the “scientific” context in which this translation took place. One may question the
reasons for this translation and who sponsored it. One may equally wonder about the value of this Arabic translation for
our knowledge of the Greek text of Ptolemy’s Geography and the faithfulness of the translation to the original text. Can
it help us better understand the text of this major ancient source? Finally, what is its interest for linguists?

1. The Manuscript and Its Location
The fifteenth-century Arabic translation of which I speak is in fact found in two manuscripts, one with maps and
another one without these maps. They are currently in Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi in Istanbul, Ayasofya Library MSs
2610 and 2596. The first copy, MS Ayasofya 2610, which is the only one that contains maps, is a manuscript on paper
in 239 pages, of which 87 pages are for plates for maps (twenty-six double-pages and twenty-four single-pages). The
maps are made with great simplicity even if they are very readable and carefully drawn. Some chapters are missing from
that manuscript, especially, chapters 6 and 7 of Book VII and chapters 3-28 and 30 of Book VIII. A second incomplete
introduction has been inserted on pp. 34-38. Some additions, corrections and explanations were sometimes added in the
margin or between the lines.
The title of the book which is on top of the first page seems to be added later with no calligraphic care.

Figure 1: The title of the translation in Arabic

It reads  ترجمة كتاب بطليموس بالعربية في تفصيل األقاليم مع صوره المعروف بالجغرافياthat can be translated by: “Translation of
Ptolemy’s work in Arabic, concerning the description of regions, accompanied by plates, and known as Geography”.
In the middle of the same page, we could see the illegible traces of a seal that Y. Kamel attributed to Bayezid II (14811512). In the bottom left corner another inscription, in another handwriting, reads:
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Figure 2: The mention of the ‘waḳf’ of the Amirutzes’s translation

 خادم الحرمين الشريفين السلطان بن السلطان بن السلطان العادل، مالك البرّين والبحرين،قد وقف هذه النسخة الجليلة سلطانا األعظم والخاقان المعظّم
 حرره الفقير أحمد شيخ زاده المفتش بأوقاف الحرمين، أجزل الله تعالى ثوابه وأوفر، وقفا صحيحا شرعيا لمن طالع وتّبصر واعتبر وتذ ّكر،محمود خان
. غفر لهم،الشريفين
that can be translated by: “This honorable copy constitutes a waḳf from our Great Sultan, the exalted Khagan, King of
the two lands and the two seas, servant of the two Holy Places, the sultan, son of Sultan son of the equitable Sultan Mahmud
Khan. It is a true and legal waḳf for anyone who wants to read, learn, consider and remember may God reward him. It
was written by the humble Ahmed Shikh Zada, the inspector of the waḳf of the Two Holy Places may God forgive them”
Then, there is a representation of the Globe on two pages (2r and 3v.), which precedes the written text. We notice,
indeed, the existence of two different scripts. That is to say from page 4 to page 26, we have a “Persian” type of writing
that is easy to read. The layout is very neat (28.5 cm x 17.4 cm) with fixed margins. Most words, especially nouns, are
vocalized. The titles of the chapters are written in bold. There are eight regional maps after that.

Figure 3: Representation of the Globe (2r and 3v.)
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Figure 4: Regional map, with the double name of the Black Sea also called Pontic.

On the other hand, from page 34 we have a new text with a new introduction and a very different writing, in cursive
using a double-column layout. This second text constitutes the largest part of the volume (from page 34 to page 235) on
the last three pages (236–239) the first type of writing re-appears again.

Figure 5: Two different translations with two different scripts and layouts.

The Geography of Ptolemy is divided into eight books. The first part of the Geography comprises a theoretical and
methodological introduction, most of which is found in the first book. The other books (though not the eighth) contain ‘a
Catalogue of localities’ with lists of some 8,000 sets of geographical coordinates with figures given in the Milesian system
of notation using letters instead of numerals. Similar to the isopsephy used in the Greek text, the Arabic translation uses
the Abjad numerals (called also ḥisāb al-jummal) which is a decimal numeral system in which the 28 letters of the Arabic
alphabet have a corresponding numeric value.
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Figure 6: Geographic coordinates given with abjad numerals, also called Hisab al-Jummal

2. The History of This Translation
In the summer of 1465, the Sultan Mehmed II, the Conqueror of Constantinople, while resting his battle-weary
forces, examined a Greek manuscript copy of Ptolemy’s Geography still to be found in the Constantinople libraries,
and commissioned George Amirutzes, a Greek scholar from Trebizond, to combine all the regional maps contained in
Ptolemey’s manuscript into a single world map. Amirutzes’ map must have been impressive since Mehmed II handsomely
rewarded him after reviewing the world map and encouraged him and his sons to prepare an Arabic translation of the
Geography itself. (Karamustafa, 1992)
This story was reported by a contemporary chronicle written by Michael Kritovoulos of Imbros (d. 1470), who was a
Greek Christian governor in the service of Mehmed II, who wrote in his History of Mehmed the Conqueror (Rigg, 1954):
“Having read the works of the renowned geographer Ptolemy and perused the diagrams which explained these studies
scientifically, the Sultan found these maps to be in disarray and difficult to construe. Therefore, he charged the philosopher
Amirutzes with the task of drawing a new clearer and more comprehensible map. Amirutzes accepted with pleasure,
and worked with meticulous care. After spending the summer months in study and research, he arranged the sections in
scientific order. He marked the rivers, islands, mountains, cities and other features. He laid down rules for distance and
scale, and completed his studies he presented the Sultan and those engaged in scholarship and science with a work of
great benefit. Amirutzes wrote the names of the regions and cities in the Arabic script, and for this purpose engaged the
help of his son, who was master of both Arabic and Greek.”
The Sultan Mehmed II is reported to have taken an active interest in maps and geographical account, and he did so for
two distinct but interrelated reasons: first, to satisfy his intellectual curiosity about the world, second to acquire symbolic
and practical assistance in his endeavor to establish a new empire. (Emiralioglu, 2014). He tried to found an extensive
personal library in Constantinople under the supervision of several Greek scholars. He seemed to consider himself as
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the inheritor of the Byzantine cultural tradition rather than the one who terminated that cultural tradition (Brotton 2000).
Indeed, it was not only Ptolemy’s Geography which was associated with Mehmed’s patronage. Mehmed II also requested
an Arabic translation of the Chaldean Oracles by the last Byzantine pagan, Georgios Gemistos Plethon (d. 1452). In
1451, Gerogius Trapezuntios (George of Trebizond) the colleague and fellow countryman of Amirutzes translated in
Latin Ptolemy’s other great work, the thirteen books known as the Almagest and commented it. In 1465, Trapenzuntius
travelled to Constantinople, where he stayed with Amirutzes and dedicated his translation and part of the commentary on
the Almagest to Mehmed II. (Shank, 2017). In two letters addressed to him on this occasion, George of Trebizond took
this opportunity to entice the Conqueror to convert to Christianity. Also, Mehmed II’s interest in Ptolemy’s Geography
was apparently well known in Italy, so that Francesco Berlinghieri thought it appropriate to send a printed copy of his
terzarima translation of the work to the Ottoman court with a personal dedication in late 1480 (Karamustafa, 1992).
The translation requested by the Sultan was accomplished by the Amirutzes during Mehmed II’s lifetime. The son was
transcribing the Arabic text while his father was registering the names of localities. But, in this case, why do we now have
two different versions of the text of Ptolemy’s translation? Are there two versions, one made by the father and another by
the son? Why are the two writings so different and in two very varied layouts? What is the connection between the two
different but related copies of this Arabic translation which are now preserved in the Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi in Istanbul
under the numbers Ayasofya 2610 and 2596? Several questions remain, unfortunately, unanswered. A careful examination
of all the contents of the two manuscripts of Ayasofya will make it possible to examine all the scientific interest of this
translation, something which has not yet been done until now.
The first who drew attention to this translation was the Prince Youssef Kamal who published it in 1929, in facsimile
in one hundred copies as an addition to his series, the Monumenta Cartographica Africae et Aegepti (Kamal, 1928).
More recently, in 1987, Fuat Sezgin at the Institut für Geschichte der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften reprinted
this facsimile edition, reducing the size of the format, which makes the deciphering of the text rather more difficult if not
impossible (Sezgin, 1987).
When one observes all the effects of Ptolemy’s first Latin translations, which occurred in the 15th century, on the
subsequent evolution of Western geography, one may wonder if the translation made by Amirutzes had a similar effect
on Ottoman geography.
It is surprising that this translation seems to have quickly fallen into disuse. This is, at least, what can be learned from
a great Ottoman geographer of the 17th century. Indeed, the famous Katib Čelebi, also known as Haği Khalif (d. 1657), in
his treatise on general geography (Cihânnümâ = View of the World), seemed to ignore completely the existence of this
translation of Amirutzes.
The crucial question, then, is why this Arabic translation of Ptolemy’s Geography seems to have been abandoned
rather quickly by the Turks? It may be admitted that this translation, intended basically for the Sultan’s library, was not
immediately made available for researchers and public use. But the fact that later Ottoman geographers had never mentioned
this translation is nevertheless strange.
Seemingly, when the Sultan, the Turkish and Byzantine professors realized that the science of geography had already
developed greatly in the Muslim world before that time, and that then Ptolemy’s book had no practical utility, the translation
made by Amirutzes became valueless for them. It was only kept as a scholastic book that could be used by students. It is
probably for this reason, that the Arabic translation would be assigned later as waḳf during the reign of Sultan Mahmoud.
It is quite possible that they did not simply know, until then, that an Arabic translation of the work had been made
centuries before. We know that the Geography of Ptolemy was translated two or three times in the Middle Age, allegedly
by Ya’qub ibn Ishaq al-Kindy (d. 874), and Thabit ibn Qurra al-Harrani (d. 901), and Ibn Khurradadhdih (d. 885)
(Kratchkovsky, 1961).
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So, after he had been interested in European geography, Classical geography and cartography, the renowned conqueror
of Constantinople, bestowed his patronage on Medieval Islamic cartographic material and geographical treatises like
those of al-Istakhri’s Kitab al-Masalik wa-al-Mamalik [Book of Roads and Kingdoms], a copy of which was decoded in
Constantinople around 1474 (Pinto, 2011).
Early on, the Ottomans focused their interest on medieval Muslim geographers, and soon on the scientific progress
made by the European Renaissance. Even if the Amirutzes’s translation may have been consulted by some students and
researchers after its transformation into waḳf, it is clear that its importance was completely ignored until the beginning
of the 20th century.
Apart from the two editions facsimile, already mentioned, and apart from Yusuf Kamel who reproduced Amirutzes’s
maps, without any comment, in his Monumenta, no researcher has tried, to our knowledge, to look closely at the text of
this translation or to examine carefully the geographical interest of the maps made by Goerge Amirutzes.
Although the facsimile reproduction by the late Fuat Sezkin, of this Arabic translation of Ptolemy, made it accessible
to many researchers, the negative judgment expressed by the great scientist about Amirutzes’s translation seems to have
influenced the attitude of modern scholars on this work. As a specialist in the history of science among the Arabs of the
Middle Ages, Fuat Suzkin could not draw much from this fifteenth-century translation. That is probably why he belittled
the Arabic version and made it void of any historical importance.
According to Sezkin, the language of the two translators is unsatisfactory, and that they encountered great difficulty in
correctly conveying the Arabic terminology because they had no previous knowledge of the Arabic geographical literature.
This is the case, for example, of the last edition of Ptolemy’s Geography by Alfred Stückelberger (Stückelberger and
Graßhoff, 2006) that was published in 2006 and that, sadly, did not take into consideration this 15th century Arabic version.
I will try, in what remains of this paper, to reveal, as much as possible, all the interest which is still ignored, unfortunately,
of this translation of the 15th century. I will only reflect on two aspects that could be important in this translation: The
value of this Arabic translation for our knowledge of the original text of Ptolemy’s Geography and the linguistic interest
of this Arabic translation.

3. The Arabic Translation and the Original Text of Ptolemy’s Geography
The new edition of Ptolemy’s Geography by Alfred Stückelberger is a complete edition of the text with apparatus
criticus and a parallel translation, drawing on recent scholarship and the evidence of the Codex Seragliensis. It provides
a most welcome aid to students of the ancient Mediterranean world. Indeed, until recently, no complete bilingual edition
of the Geography had been published before, no complete critical edition since that of Müller (1901) and no complete
translation since Stevenson (1932); of these, the first has long been outdated and the second is riddled with errors (BekkerNielsen, 2010).
This new edition is mainly based on six manuscripts (U, V, K, R, X, A), most of them date back to the period between
the 13th, 14th and 15th centuries. They are classified in two or three main groups: the group (Ω) constituted by the Codd.
Vaticanus Urbinus Graecus 82 (U), Vaticanus Graecus 11 (V), Seragliensis GI 57 (K), all of the thirteenth century,
and Cod. Marcianus Graecus 516 (R) the fourteenth-century; the group (Ξ), represented by the oldest manuscript, the
Codex Vaticanus Graecus 191 (X) of the thirteenth-century; and finally, the Vaticanus Palatinus Graecus 388 (A) of the
fifteenth-century, which appears to be based on earlier mss. of both the Ξ and the Ω group. (Stückelberger et al. 2003,
217). Most of these manuscripts of the Geography, except the X, are accompanied by maps drawn from the coordinates in
the tables. Where is the original text of the Arabic translation in this handwritten tradition highlighted by Stückelberger’s
edition? Amirutzes’s translation was certainly, based on a Greek text of a certain manuscript, which has not yet been
precisely identified, but it seems to be quite complete. It should first be noted that almost none of these manuscripts are
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as complete as the original text of our translation. If one compares this translation with the original Greek text, as was
recently proved by Stückelberger, it seems that the translation of Georges Amirutzes is very close to the original, except
for a few variants from the Greek manuscript tradition. Moreover, Yusuf Kamel had already put forward the hypothesis of
a relationship of the manuscript Ayasofya 2610 with the Seragliensis. It is true that the two manuscripts (K and Ayasofya
2610) show striking similarities but they show also significant differences. For example, the beautiful world map of this
Arabic manuscript Ayasofya 2610, which is drawn with curved meridians according to the second projection method,
one can scarcely conceive of any other template than the Seragliensis, which shows also a map of the world according to
the modified cone projection with curved meridians (see Geogr. 1, 24, 10-28). But at the same time, several other details,
show that the Ayasofya 2610 cannot be translated from K. (Burri, 2003).
While waiting for more research that will accurately identify the original of our translation, the text of the Ayasofia
2610 manuscript could certainly enhance our knowledge of the Greek text of Ptolemy’s Geography. It could help to fill
in some gaps and correct many mistakes that appear in the majority of the Greek copies.
Everyone knows that the greater part of the Geography is formed by the catalog of localities. Ptolemy gives the coordinates
of ca 8000 ancient sites of the world that was known. Each place is listed in a table, with one column given over to the
longitude and another column to the latitude, which facilitates the making of later additions or emendations. Such sets of
figures, especially the numerous compound fractions, were of course highly vulnerable to errors on the part of a careless
copyist: in more than 1,000 cases the coordinates given in X do not match those of the Ω group. The Arabic translation,
which also uses the isopsephy or Abjad numerals, is able to correct several inaccuracies in these geographic coordinates.
So, a careful and complete review of the Arabic translation of Ptolemy made in the fifteenth century is able to bring
important insights to our knowledge of the Greek text of the Geography. A detailed comparison of the two texts remains
to be done. It is the subject matter of another work in progress, which will specially insist on African data at Ptolemy,
giving together the Arabic text with the Greek text and a French translation.

4. Linguistic Interest of This Arabic Translation
A partial examination of the Arabic text has shown us that this translation is of major linguistic interest. In fact,
Ptolemy’s Arabic translation makes it possible to understand certain modalities of the phonological passage from Greek
to Arabic, and specially to identify certain phonetic rules that have influenced the translation of Greco-Latin names of
places into Arabic. Since Ptolemy’s Geography contains too many localities to be studied entirely, we focus in this paper
on Ptolemy’s description of Africa (namely Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Libya, in modern terms). Ancient North Africa
was a fairly complex linguistic area. The African toponymic substratum has, in fact, been shaped by contact with the
successive contact of several Mediterranean civilizations. But it is essentially through the filter of Greek and Latin literature
that the ancient toponyms of this region have arrived. In this field, the Geography of Ptolemy is among the most complete
sources. Ptolemy’s map of Africa is certainly one of the most accomplished parts of the Geography: it deals with more
than 550 toponyms and ethnonyms. It is often sought by historians of antiquity in Africa and especially by specialists in
historical geography. The Arabic translation may better reveal the links between ancient place names and those of the Arab
Middle Ages. Indeed, as in all translations, the processing of proper Names often poses difficult problems and especially
the ancient toponyms of North Africa because they are a mixture of Libyan and Punic substrates with Greek and Latin.
Should they be transliterated with the risk of not being easy on the ear because they are strange? Or should we look for the
original meaning of the noun, and then translate it literally, at the risk of falling into extrapolations and semantic errors?
Amirutzes and his son, when they had not found any rule set up by their predecessors regarding these matters, treated
this problem on a case by case basis. In a general way, the Greek form of the proper names is preserved, with sometimes
a slight arrangement for a better Arabic pronunciation. For this purpose, some final endings have been apocopied for the
sake of alleviation such as “Aphrodhisiyya” for “Afrodision” or “Tritoun” for Τρíτωος.
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For toponyms, whose etymological origin was known by the translator, the translators gave the Arabic equivalent of
the Greek word. For example, Ἀπόλλωνος ἄκρον (Apollinis promunturium) was translated as “Aqsā Abūlūn”. Similarly,
Ίππὼν Βασιλικός - (Latin Hippo Regius) - is translated as “Istabl malakī “ (Royal stables), probably because Greek
translators thought that Hippo (probably Punic toponym that we find in Betic) has a relation with Greek to Ίππος “horse”.
Λέπτις Μικρα - (The latin Leptiminus) was translated by “Lebtis al-sghīra” (Leptis the Little), Κορνηλιον Παπαμβολη
(Latin Cornelii Castra) was translated as “Muʿaskarāt Qornīlās” (Kornelius camps), etc.
However, probably because he did not know Latin, the translator was mistaken in the interpretation of the word Κολονια
(Latin ‘colonia’), that he wrongly translated as “rabawiyya”, perhaps out of confusion with “hill”, which is called “Rabwa”
in Arabic. This case proves that the translator of Geography ignores completely the Latin language, which, in turn, rejects
definitely the assumption of some researchers to identify George Amiroutzes, from Trebizon with George of Trebizon
(Gerogius Trapezuntios), author of the Latin translation of almagest and good connoisseur of Latin.
The review of the African part (Book IV) of the Arabic translation of Ptolemy’s Geography shows the translation is generally
correct. The translators seem to master this language quite well, even though they worked in an osmanli linguistic context.
Symptoms of linguistic contamination are sometimes noted, like adding suffix or prefix “ ”“ لوlū” to get the adjectival form
of a word. For example, the use of “ ”لوربويتاbefore finally opting for “”ربوية, the Arabic adjectival form. (Fig 6)

Figure 7: An Osmanli linguistic context: notice hesitation in selecting the proper adjective form (l. 1 and 4.)

For the system of transliteration, and with regard to the letters of the Arabic alphabet which did not exist in Greek, such
as the qaf ( قq) and dhel ( ذdh), they are frequently used in proper nouns instead of kappa (K) and delta. For example:
Maqsūla for (Μαξουλα), Rūsiqādha (for Ῥουσικαδα), Midhikar, Μεδικκάρα. Similarly, some letters of the Greek alphabet
have no correspondence in the Arabic alphabet, like the beta (pronounced veta), uniformly rendered by the wa, for example:
Waghradha for Βαγράδα (Bagrada) or Tawraqa for Θάβρακα (Thabraca). At the same time, the pi (Π) is rendered by the
bê (B). The Greek Γ (gamma) and the Δ (delata) pronounced “ghamma” and “dhelta”, are rendered by ghayn ( غgh) and
dhāl ( ذdh). On the other hand, Θ (theta) is sometimes changed to ṭ ()ط. As in modern Greek, the Γ (gamma) is pronounced
‘ya’. Thus, Γίσιρα (Latin Gisira) is transcribed ( يِ ِس َرهYisirah).
Often, a final t is added, as a feminine mark, to certain names. To the difficulties of transliteration of certain consonants,
are added those of the vowels which are lacking in Arabic, namely eo, eu, aè. The translator is content with the vowels
of Arabic, avoiding overloading the additional text of signs.
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Οὔζιτα

λϚ Ϛ΄γ λβ γ΄

Γίσιρα

λϚ γ΄ λα Ϛ΄δ

Ζούρμεντον

λζ λα Ϛ΄γ

Ζάλαπα

λϚ Ϛ΄δ΄ λα Ϛ΄δ΄.

Uzita
(36 * 50 32 ° 20) / Mesdour
Gisira
(36 * 20 31 ° 45)
Zurmentum
(37 * 00 31 ° 50) / Zramdine
Zalapa
(36 * 45 31 ° 45) / Hr. Zalba
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لــو ن لــب ك

ُ
وزتَه
ِ وأ

لــو ك ال مــه

و يِ ِس َره

لــز ـــه ال ل

و َسلَحْ َمانِيَّة وزرمند

لــو مــه ال مه

و زَالِبَه

Figure 8: Some examples of vocalizations and transliterations

Since no systematic study has been made so far on methods of translation from Greek into Arabic in the late Middle
Ages, the contribution of this Ottoman translation, although limited to a precise geographical text, can be in this sense
particularly valuable.
Our comparative linguistic analysis highlights phenomena of inaccuracies in the translation of Greek, and sometimes
layers of the Greek model without enough adaptation sufficient to the essence of the Arabic language. It has, therefore,
been proved necessary to develop a new approach in order to complement the knowledge gained by the philological,
codicological and paleographical analyses undertaken (Defaux, 2017).

Conclusion
To conclude, we notice that the Arabic translation from the 15th century is not a standalone version but belongs, most
likely, to the same textual tradition of all the best-known Greek manuscripts. The relatively large number of common
variants allows all these manuscripts to be linked to a same Greek origin. Some details highlight some kinship between
ms Ayasofya 2610 and manuscripts forming the group Ω. But other details show that the Arabic translation does not refer
to any of the known Greek manuscripts.
Finally, despite the initial unfamiliarity of its appearance (with its Arabic nomenclature and south oriented to the top
of the map), some details of the Ptolemy’s oikoumene representation and its sophisticated complete conical projection
with scales of latitude, emphasizes that it was one of the most up-to-date fifteenth-century representations of the globe
based on Ptolemy’s calculations.
We hope that an integral edition of this Arabic Translation of Ptolemy’s Geography will rekindle interest in this major
ancient source and its reception in modern age.
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